Art Together Now

THIS CHALLENGE

Inspired by virtual togetherness during the COVID-19 pandemic, OK Go worked together (apart) to create their “All Together Now” music video, ending with a special tribute to our frontline healthcare workers. This challenge asks you to work with at least one other person to create a collaborative piece of art or media that illustrates your appreciation for people in your life or your community. We would love to see what you can do to express your appreciation for your community and those you are thankful for. Share your creations with #ArtTogetherNow.

CONTENT AREA

Grade Levels: Everyone
Content Area: Art
Topics: Art, Collaboration

MATERIALS

Anything

NEED INSPIRATION TO GET STARTED?

Sidewalk chalk  Collage  Poetry
Sign/card  Photography  Sand art
Dance video  Mosaic  Sewing
Music video  Paper mache  Origami